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Introduction NASAs Dawn spacecraft arrived at
Ceres onMarch 5, 2015, and has been studying the dwarf
planet through a series of successively lower orbits, ob-
taining morphological and topographical image, miner-
alogical, elemental, and gravity data. The Dawn Science
Team is conducting a geologic mapping campaign for
Ceres similar to that done for Vesta [1,2], including pro-
duction of a Survey- and High Altitude Mapping Orbit
(HAMO)-based global map, and a series of 15 Low Al-
titude Mapping Orbit (LAMO)-based quadrangle maps.
In this abstract we discuss the geologic evolution of the
Ac-H-08 Nawish Quadrangle, located between -22◦ and
22◦ North and from 144 to 216◦ East. The quadrangle’s
name comes from the crater Nawish which is located in
the northern sector of the quadrangle. The currently ap-
proved IAU nomenclature includes four features which
are described in table 1.
Mapping Data At the time of this writing LAMO im-
ages (35 m/pixel) are just becoming available. Thus,
our geologic maps are based on HAMO images (140
m/pixel) and Survey (400 m/pixel) digital terrain mod-
els (for topographic information). Dawn Framing Cam-
era (FC) color images are also used to provide context
for map unit identification. The maps to be presented as
Name Type Origin
Nawish Crater Acoma (New Mexico, SW
USA) guardian of the field.
Heneb Crater Egyptian god of grain, produce,
and vineyards.
Kumitoga Crater Polynesian goddess of plant
life.
Samhain
Catena
Catena Gaelic festival at the end of the
harvest season. It was observed
in Ireland and Scotland during
7 days in October and Novem-
ber, nearly halfway between the
autumn equinox and the winter
solstice.
Table 1: The names of features in the Ac-H-08 Nawish
Quadrangle currently approved by IAU
posters will be updated from analyses of LAMO images.
Results The geologic map of the quadrangle is re-
ported in Figure 2.
Samhain Catena is the main tectonic feature of the
quadrangle in the south-eastern sector, with a West-
northwest trend (108-288◦). The largest units of the
quadrangle are the smooth material (s), and the cratered
(a)
(b)
Figure 1: (a) Heneb crater. (b) unnamed 19 km diameter
crater located at 158.2◦E and 11.1◦N
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Figure 2: The geologic map of Ac-H-08 Nawish Quadrangle of Ceres, located between -22◦ and 22◦ North and from
144◦ to 216◦ East. Mapping base is Dawn FC HAMO mosaic (courtesy DLR).
materials. The cratered materials have been divided in
cratered plains (cp) and cratered highlands (ch) on the
basis of their topography. The north-western sector of
the quadrangle shows units related to the 125 km diame-
ter Dantu crater of the Ac-H-3 quadrangle [3], with dark
and brigth albedo crater rays system. The craters show
a very diverse morphology across the study area. The
largest crater of the quadrangle is Kumitoga of 95 km di-
ameter, highly degraded and without ejecta blanket, lo-
cated at 178.6◦E and 10.1◦S. The 75 km diameter Naw-
ish crater gives the name to the quadrangle and shows a
flat bottom and a central pit of 8 km in diameter, which
is consistent with other craters of Ceres with a diameter
higher than 75 km [4]. Heneb crater (Figure 1a) shows
brigth spots on the floor and terraced walls in its SW and
NE sector. In the western part of the quadrangle there is a
dark-albedo unnamed crater (Figure 1b) with very steep
and fresh walls showing a very high horizontal albedo
variation in the southern part.
Future Work The upcoming Low Altitude Mapping
Orbit (LAMO) data represent the higher spatial resolu-
tion data we will receive from the Dawn mission thus
they will be used to put constraints in the current map-
ping work. Color filter data analysis of FC will be used to
extract the main compositional variation across the quad-
rangle, and to address VIR mineralogic analyses [5] over
specific targets.
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